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Abstract— We introduce the concept of Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY) to the context of autonomous robot
foraging. MSY is an optimal approach to the problem of
maximizing sustainable foraging where the resources harvested
are replenished by logistic growth, e.g. living things. Overharvesting reduces both the instantaneous resource availability
and growth rate, and above some threshold will permanently
deplete resources. Under-harvesting is sustainable, but fails to
maximally exploit the resources. We describe a system model
and use it to determine the optimal allocation of robot work to
resource-producing ‘patches’. We give a practical illustration
of a troublesome feature of MSY: it is too sensitive for a
fixed allocation to be sustainable in practice. We show how to
centrally allocate a number of robots to each patch, and then
locally adapt the work rate of each robot to achieve sustainable
and near-optimal foraging. This is the first study of robot
foraging where the robots’ activity modifies the productivity
and sustainability of the environment.

I. I NTRODUCTION : S U RF
We introduce the Sustainable Robot Foraging (SuRF)
problem, in which one or more robots must maximize the
long-term profit obtained by harvesting self-reproducing resources from the environment. For foraging to be indefinitely
sustainable the resource-generating population must never be
destroyed by over-harvesting, while under-harvesting fails to
maximally exploit resources. This is a fundamental problem
for living or artificial systems that aim to exploit biomass
resources for long periods.
Population growth over time is modeled using the classical
logistic function proposed by Verhulst [1] to model animal
populations, and since applied to the growth of tumors and
many other natural systems. The logistic model improved
on the earlier exponential growth model of Malthus [2] by
recognizing that populations generally can not grow unbounded, with growth limited as resources consumed by the
existing population become scarce. A formula for obtaining
the optimal harvest rate in systems with logistic growth
was first obtained in an effort to maximize fish catches [3],
and became well known in this context as the Maximum
Sustainable Yield.
To apply these insights to the robotics context, we investigate the classical foraging problem in which autonomous
mobile robots must collect pucks; generic atomic objects
of value to the robots’ owner. Pucks are not distributed at
random in the environment, but exist in areas of locally high
density called patches per the behavioural ecology literature
[4]. The number of pucks in a patch (the patch size) changes
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Fig. 1: Robots forage for resources that demonstrate logistic
population growth. To obtain maximum sustainable profit,
the robots must harvest resources at the rate that maximizes
the rate of regrowth. This is the Maximum Sustainable Yield.
[Artwork c Christine Larson]

over time according to the logistic function, simulating a
naturally regrowing resource that is harvestable in discrete
units, such as mushrooms, acorns, fruits, animals and fish.
Once collected, pucks must be delivered to a central
collecting point, at which time the robot system is credited
with one unit of reward. Our goal is to maximize the total
reward obtained by the system. If the reward per unit of
resource is constant or discounted only slightly over time,
then the optimal policy is to permanently sustain foraging
while maximizing the instantaneous reward rate [5], [6]. To
achieve this, robots must harvest resources from each patch at
the rate that provides the fastest resource growth rate at that
patch. This implies that the patch will remain at some ideal
population size. Collect pucks too slowly and the patch is
sustainable but less than optimally productive. Collect pucks
too quickly and the patch population inevitably dwindles.
Once below a critical population size (e.g. two mammals) a
patch can not self-generate and is permanently unproductive.
The paper proceeds as follows. First we describe the
Maximum Sustainable Yield formulation and use to find
the optimal robot work allocations for our robot foraging
problem. Realizing the model in a numerical simulation,
we observe a well-known problem with MSY: the system
is dynamically sensitive to small perturbations, so that the
fixed allocation can not provide good sustainable foraging
in practice. To cope with this we describe and demonstrate

a simple feedback controller that locally modulates the
foraging rate at each patch to achieve sustainability and
close to optimal performance. We demonstrate the controller
achieving sustainable and near-optimal foraging in a simple
robot simulator.
The main contributions of this paper are (i) the introduction of robot foraging where the robots’ activity modifies
the future productivity and of the environment; (ii) introducing the MSY concept into a robot setting to define the
SuRF problem; (iii) a multi-resolution task allocation method
whereby an integer number of robots is over-allocated to a
task and each robot adaptively reduces its individual work
rate to achieve an effective work allocation with sub-robot
resolution.
II. R ELATED W ORK
An excellent but dated overview of collective robotics
is given by [7]. Lerman et al [8] describe a mathematical
model of the dynamics of collective behaviors in foraging
system and applied it to study adaptive task allocation in
mobile robots. Puck foraging has become a canonical task
in multi-robot systems; for example [9] examines the energy
consumption of multiple foraging robots when pucks are
dynamically generated at random.
The relation between population growth rate and population density has been discussed since the nineteenth century.
Alternative mathematical models have been proposed, e.g.
[10], [11], and sigmoidal growth curves have been shown
to better match some observations of bacterial growth [12].
Despite these challenges, the logistic model is still widely
used in population studies.
The logistic model has been utilized in multi-robot systems, for example applied to the optimization of communication [13]. Perhaps the most similar previous work is by
Tereshko et al, who considered a bee colony as dynamical system gathering information from an environment and
adjusting its behavior in accordance to it [14]. They also
used the logistic model to analyse the population of foragers.
They did not consider the sustainability of foraging; the
foragers chose the most productive patch without attempting
to maintain its productivity, in contrast to our paper.

Fig. 2: Evolution of the logistic function, Eq. 1. Showing
population size P over time without harvesting, starting
with P0 = 1 until carrying capacity K is approached at
around t = 300. The point of steepest gradient is indicated
“best”. At this population size, the population increases at
the fastest rate. The Maximum Sustainable Yield is achieved
by harvesting such that the population remains at this ideal
size over time, here indicated by the “ideal” line P = 50.

bound P0 are known1 . Unless the population is reduced by
some external event, the population eventually grows to the
carrying capacity.
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K
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An example evolution of the system from P0 = 1 with
K = 100, r = 0.04 is shown in Figure 2. Note that the
population size increases to asymptotically approach K, but
that the growth rate changes constantly, with a peak at around
t = 100 at a population P = 50. Harvesting such that the
population is maintained at 50 will maximize the sustainable
yield.
A. Patch destruction

III. L OGISTIC P OPULATION G ROWTH
Biological populations tend to grow exponentially when
not constrained by resource availability, but growth rates
decrease as resources become scarce, until some maximum
population size is reached. Verhulst originally proposed the
differential equation
P
dP
= rP (1 − )
dt
K

(1)

to model a system with self-limiting growth, where K is
the maximum supported population: the “carrying capacity”
of the environment, and r is the unconstrained population
growth rate [1]. It follows that the population at time t
can be found when r, K and the minimum population

If a population size becomes smaller than P0 e.g. due
to harvesting, the population can never increase and will
decline to zero. This is a serious practical problem, since
if we are to guarantee to avoid this with a fixed work rate
we need to know all the logistic model parameters with
perfect accuracy. In practice, we can supply robots with
a conservative minimum population threshold below which
they will not collect a puck. If the threshold is too high
we may under-harvest, but sustainably. If it is too low we
inevitably destroy the patch in finite time.
1 P is conventionally written P (0): we rename it here avoid confusion
0
with the population size P (t) at time t = 0, since in our experiments
populations need not be initialised to P0 .

(a) Continuous harvesting

(b) Discrete harvesting

Fig. 3: A plot of the population growth rate against population size. (dp = ∆p(t)). In the continuous version (left)
there is a unique population size that maximizes the growth
rate, where the slope of the curve is zero. In the discrete
version (right), there is a range of populations that produce
the optimal growth rate.

B. Discretization
For simplicity of implementation we use the discrete-time
version of Equation 1:
r
(4)
P (t + 1) = P (t) + rP (t) − P 2 (t)
K
C. Calculating the Maximum Growth Rate
The growth rate of a patch can be found directly.
r
∆P (t) = rP (t) − P 2 (t)
(5)
K
To obtain integer population changes for our atomic puck
setting, we round ∆P (t) to the nearest integer.
To find the maximum growth rate in unit time we use the
derivative of ∆P (t).
r
∆P (t)′ = r − 2 P (t)
(6)
K
and solve for ∆P (t)′ = 0, obtaining P (t) = K
2 and thus
.
An
appealing
feature
of
the
Verhulst
max ∆P (t) = rK
4
model is that the maximum population growth rate is simply
rK
rK
4 during the period s, or 4s per unit time, and the most
productive population size is half the carrying capacity.
An example plot of ∆P (t) against P (t) with the same
parameters as before is shown in Figure 3 illustrating that the
best growth is obtained when P (t) = K
2 and ∆P (t) = 0 in
the continuous case (left). In the discrete version there exists
a range of populations that produce the optimal growth rate.
With this knowledge we can design a robot control strategy
to sustainably forage such populations.
IV. M ULTI -ROBOT F ORAGING S YSTEM
We consider a multi-robot foraging system containing a
single home location and several distinct spatially-separated
patches containing abstract atomic units of resource called
“pucks”. Robots receive a fixed reward for delivering a puck
to the home location. There are N robots and M patches.
Each patch is a square area and its pucks are initially
distributed uniformly at random. The task of each robot is to
individually drive to a patch, find and collect a single puck

Fig. 4: Idealized model (left), where pucks appear at a single
point, giving a constant travel time τ between home and
patch. In the more realistic model (right) in which pucks
+
are distributed around the patch, the travel time τ−
e varies
slightly each due to the slightly different locations of puck
collection and delivery. We assume that handling times hp
and hd are constant in both models.

and transport it to home. The patch puck population grows
according to the logistic model, so that an integer number of
pucks is created every period of s seconds. New pucks are
placed at random in the square patch. A robot works for hp
seconds of “handling time” to pick up a puck in the patch
and works hd seconds to drop a puck at the home. After
dropping a puck at home, a robot may be inactive or “sleep”
for some time before returning to collect another puck. The
sleep time enables the fine control of robot work time in a
patch.
Robots move at a constant speed when driving between a
patch and home, so each patch has an associated travel time
τ that characterizes its distance from the home location.
For simplicity we assume there is no spatial interference
between the robots, but we recognize this is an important
problem for real robot systems and save this for future work.
Although here each robot can carry only a single puck, the
method is trivially extended to arbitrary carrying capacities.
For any patch, we define the Round Trip Time d:
d = τ + hp + τ + hd + tsleep

(7)

which is the time required to complete a whole work cycle
of driving from home to patch, collecting a puck, returning
home, dropping the puck and (possibly zero) sleeping.
A. Foraging system model
We consider two models of the foraging system: an idealized model where all parameters including d are constant,
and an arguably more realistic model where d can vary
slightly with each work cycle. The idealized model is shown
in Figure 4 (left). We ignore the distribution of pucks in the
patch, and assume all pucks are found at the mean puck

location - the center of the patch. Similarly, we assume
pucks are dropped exactly at the home point. This gives
us a constant drive time τ between puck collection and
delivery. In the more realistic model of Figure 4 (right) pucks
are collected and delivered at random locations around the
patch and home centers. In the idealized model the drive
time τ between collection and delivery is constant, while it
varies slightly in the more realistic model, approaching τ on
average over multiple work cycles.
B. The problem
The problem is to allocate an amount of robot work
time to a patch such that the Maximum Sustainable Yield
is achieved. This results in the maximum sustainable rate
of pucks delivered to home. We assume that an unlimited
number of robots are available. The general strategy is to
allocate robot time to a patch by calculating the ideal,
possibly non-integer, number of robots required, rounding up
to the nearest larger integer number of robots, then adjusting
the allocated robots’ sleep time to achieve exactly the desired
work rate (the same effect could be achieved by varying the
robots’ drive speed).
V. S TATIC OPTIMAL WORK ALLOCATION TO A PATCH
As a first approach, we can calculate an exact optimal
robot work allocation to a patch assuming a constant τ .
Combining the logistic model with the robot foraging model
we obtain the maximum sustainable yield when the equality
holds
Nj
rK −1
s =
4
hp + 2τj + hd

(8)

where the left hand side is the maximum increase in patch
population size per unit time, and right hand side is the
number of pucks harvested from patch j in unit time by Nj
robots. Rearranging, we obtain the the optimal (continuous
valued) number of robots by
rK −1
s
(9)
4
Since we must allocate whole numbers of robots to
patches, we choose the next larger integer number of robots
⌈Nj ⌉ and have each robot refrain from working for a short
time each cycle to achieve effectively the exact optimal
allocation Nj . The optimal duration of this non-working
period - the “sleep time” - is:
Nj = (hp + 2τj + hd )

4
− hp − 2τj − hd
rK
A. Results in the two models
tsleep = ⌈Nj ⌉s

(10)

The performance of the fixed “optimal” work allocation
on the fixed and variable foraging models model is shown in
Figure 5, for carrying capacity K = 100 and characteristic
growth rate r = 0.4. A single patch exists, with an optimal
allocation Nj = 1.5 robots. Results are shown for each of
N = 1, 1.5, 2 robots. Consider first the idealized model:
Figure 5 (a) shows the patch population size over time, while

(b) shows the rate of puck delivery to home, for each value
of N . When N = 1 the population climbs to reach around
80 pucks and the puck delivery rate starts at 10 and falls
to 6 or 7 pucks per unit time. The patch is being underharvested. For N = 2 the population and puck delivery rates
both quickly fall to zero: the patch has been over-harvested
and is permanently destroyed. As expected, when N = 1.5,
the patch size is maintained at K
2 = 50, giving a constant
production (and thus delivery) rate of 10 pucks per unit time.
Now consider the variable model, where τ is only approximately constant. The results in Figure 5 (c) and (d) show
that the behaviour for N = 1 is similar, and when N = 2
the patch is also quickly destroyed. Importantly, we see that
a fixed allocation of N = 1.5, i.e. two robots, each sleeping
for 25% of their time, also destroys the patch in finite time:
the strategy does not produce sustainable harvesting in the
presence of even a small variation in model parameters. This
is due to a positive feedback effect: if the assumed value of τ
is slightly different to the the actual experienced value for a
single cycle, then the robot sleeps for too short or long a time
and the patch is slightly over- or under-exploited locally. This
reduces the productivity of the population, driving it away
from the optimal. Since this occurs whether the error in τ
is positive or negative, the random variations do not cancel
out and the system is driven either to under-exploitation or
patch destruction.
The sensitivity of the MSY approach is well known,
and is a problem when parameters are actually variable,
when measurements of them have some error, and when
some foragers “cheat” by taking more than their allocation.
This is a source of criticism of the method being used
historically to “optimize” catch quotas in real-world fisheries,
with subsequent collapses of fish populations. Small errors in
parameter estimates and variations in the harvested amounts
can quickly lead to destruction of the population. It may
be too risky to manage critical natural resources using this
method alone [15], [16].
In the remainder of the paper, we extend the basic model
to (i) handle multiple patches; and (ii) dynamically adapt
the individual robot work rate at run time to prevent the
runaway feedback effect from occuring and maintain the
foraged population at the optimal level.
B. Allocating robots to patches
In the general case we have multiple patches to forage
with our pool of robots, so we need to allocate robots to
patches. There are two possible cases to consider; one in
which the number of robots is less than or equal to the
minimum required optimally forage all patches, and another
when there are more than enough robots to do the work so
we can over-allocate (the redundancy providing robustness to
robot failures). Excess work capacity is absorbed by “sleep
time” in which the robot stops working for a short period.
Equivalently the robot could work continuously but at a
slower rate.

(a) Patch population

(b) Production Rate

(c) Patch population

(d) Production Rate

Fig. 5: The results of fixed-allocation foraging in fixed (a,b) and variable (c,d) scenarios. The optimal robot allocation is
Nj = 1.5 robots. Results for N = 1, 1.5, 2 are shown.

a) Case 1: No redundant robots: When N ≤

M
P

⌈Nj ⌉

j=1

we allocate robots to patches in order of increasing roundtrip time dj in order to maximize the overall puck delivery
rate. Let the ordered list L = {N1 , N2 , . . . , NM } contain the
optimal static robot allocations for all M patches, calculated
using Equation 9. The list is sorted by increasing patch round
trip time dj i.e. di 6 dj for any i < j. N̂j = ⌈Nj ⌉ robots
are allocated to the jth patch in this list in order, until the
pool of robots is used up.
b) Case 2: Redundant robots: If there are more than
enough robots to forage all patches optimally, i.e. N >
M
P
⌈Nj ⌉, then we over-allocate by distributing all N robots
j=1

proportional to the needs of each patch, allocating integer
N̂j robots to patch Pj thus:

N̂j =



round(N ·




⌈Nj ⌉
)
M
P
⌈Nj ⌉

if j = 1, 2, . . . , M − 1
observed to be too small, or shorter if the population is too
large:

j=1

M
−1
P



N̂j
 N−

Fig. 6: Screenshot from the Antix simulator. 80 robots (small
circles) adaptively forage pucks (dark dots) from 3 patches
(squares) and deliver them to the home (large circle).

if j = M

j=1

(11)

perror (t) =

K
− pobs (t)
2

(13)

C. Initializing Sleep Time
The sleep time for a robot foraging patch Pj is chosen to
absorb the excess work capacity of the allocation of robots
N̂j (if any) to closely approximate the optimal allocation Nj .
This is the same value for every robot on the patch:

tsleep =



0
N̂j · s ·

4
rK

− hp − 2τj − hd

if N̂j 6 Nj
if N̂j > Nj
(12)

D. Adaptive Sleep time
As discussed above, a fixed work allocation will inevitably
drive the patch population away from the optimal in the
presence of variation or measurement errors. To address this
issue, we propose a simple method of adapting overall work
rate by having each robot locally modify its sleep time
in response to its own recently-sensed estimate of patch
population pobs (t). On each work cycle, the robot adjusts
its sleep time as follows, sleeping longer if the population is


 kincr .perror (t)
kdecr .perror (t)
∆tsleep (t) =

0

perror > 0
perror < 0
perror = 0

(14)

where kincr and kdecr are gain parameters which control
the frequency response of this proportional controller.
This algorithm is extremely simple, but solves the problem
effectively as shown below.
E. Adaptive Multi-Patch Foraging Demonstration
We demonstrate the adaptive controller in the freelyavailable sensor-based robot simulator Antix2 . Pucks are
placed at random in the patches, the robot drives between
home and goal using a simple kinematic controller, and
detects pucks using an on-board sensor with limited range.
Thus the simulation approximates the foraging model with
variable τ . We use a simple robot simulator rather than the
2 http://github.com/rtv/Antix

(a) Patch population

(b) Patch growth rate

(c) Puck delivery rate

Fig. 7: Results: 60 robots adaptively foraging 3 patches of randomly placed pucks. Allocation is patch 1:=18 robots, 2:=24,
3:=18. Sleep time is zero. Sustainable, but too few robots to maximize yields of all three patches. Time is measured in
hundreds of seconds. Puck delivery rate is patch 1:=6.81 pucks/time, 2:9.69, 3:=9.77, all:=26.27.

(a) Patch population

(b) Patch growth rate

(c) Puck delivery rate

Fig. 8: Results: 80 robots adaptively foraging 3 patches of randomly-placed pucks. Allocation is patch 1:=35 robots, 2:=27,
3:=18. Sustainable and optimal (maximum productivity is 10 pucks/unit time).

(a) Patch population

(b) Patch growth rate

(c) Puck delivery rate

Fig. 9: Results: 100 robots adaptively foraging 3 patches of randomly placed pucks. Allocation is patch 1:=43 robots, 2:=33,
3:=24. Sustainable and optimal (maximum productivity is 10 pucks/unit time).

(a) Patch population

(b) Patch growth rate

(c) Puck delivery rate

Fig. 10: 20 robots forage on patch 3 only. The plots show the system evolution for different starting patch sizes
{20,40,60,80,100}. The system reaches optimal sustainable foraging in each case.

more abstract model above to demonstrate the robustness
of the adaptive method. We disable robot-robot collisions
in the simulator to prevent spatial interference effects from
dominating the results of this first study. New pucks are
placed at random in their patch, so small variations of
transportation time are present in the simulation.
As before, the puck growth rate is r = 0.4 and carrying
capacity K = 100. Initial population P0 is 60 pucks. Puck
handling times are hp = 10 seconds for and hd = 8 seconds
for drop off. The simulation runs for 20,000 simulated
seconds. The patch growth period is s = 100 seconds. The
adaptive controller gains are kincr = 4.0 and kdecr = 3.5.
The robot start times are staggered to avoid all the robots
reaching patch and home at same time.
There are three patches, all with the same logistic growth
parameters, but located at different distances from home, at
2, 3 and 4 times unit distance. We run the system with robot
populations of 60, 80 and 100 robots.
The overall performance metric we mean to optimize is
the sustained delivery rate of the entire robot system, which
is simply the total number of pucks delivered by all robots
per unit time. With these parameters the optimal delivery rate
is 10 pucks per unit time.
Figure 7 shows the system evolution for 60 robots, where
plot (a) shows the patch population over time. The population
of patches 2 and 3 is decreased to the optimal population
size of 50 after around 50 * 100 seconds. Patch 1 has
the largest round trip time, and not enough robots were
available to service it completely. Its population grows to
the carry capacity, which drops the growth rate (b) to below
the maximum of 10 pucks per unit time. The number of
robots allocated to each patch is shown in the caption. The
foraging is sustainable and optimal on patches 2 and 3 but
trivially sustainable and suboptimal on patch 1 due to lack
of robot work capacity.
Figure 8 shows the system evolution for 80 robots. The
patch population plot (a) shows the robots initially overharvest all patches and the populations drop quickly. Adapting to the falling population, the robots increase their sleep
time and the population climbs again, overshooting the ideal
size until the robots adapt again, bringing the population back
to the approximately optimal size. The patch growth rate is
shown in (b) and an early drop can be seen until recovery
at around 80 ∗ 100 seconds. The puck delivery rate is seen
in (c), climbing from zero as robots are are deployed, rising
above 10 pucks per unit time as the patch is over-harvested,
dropping as the population declines, then converging to vary
slightly around the optimal of 10 pucks per unit time for
each patch.
Figure 9 shows the results for 100 robots. A similar
evolution as before can be seen, but with larger value
swings over shorter time. Again the system converges to
approximately the Maximum Sustainable Yield. The excess
work capacity has been turned into sleep time to avoid overharvesting.
To demonstrate the controller’s ability to drive the system
into MSY from different initial conditions, we had 20 robots

forage on patch 3 only, and repeat for different initial patch
sizes {20, 40, 60, 80, 100}. Figure 10 shows the system
evolution, which converges to the MSY in each case.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper introduced the Sustainable Robot Foraging
problem and describes how the MSY model can be applied
to obtain a practical and near-optimal task-allocation for a
multi-robot system. Online fine-grained feeback control of
robot work rate is required to achieve maximum sustainable
yield due to variations and/or uncertainties in all practical
systems.
The method presented here does fine-grained adaptation to
an initially close-to-optimal global robot allocation. The initial allocation is easily obtained if the logistic model parameters for each patch is known, and no communication between
robots is required for convergence. In future we will present
another controller that converges (usually more slowly) to
the optimal behaviour even when no model parameters are
initially known, using only locally-obtained information and
modest local communication between robots.
Also of interest is a separate mechanism to robustly
avoid the destruction of patches. This is easily done if the
minimum viable population is known, but when this value
is not available we may simply set a conservative threshold
below which we stop harvesting. If we have no a priori data
on how to set the threshold, we may be able to estimate
it by observing the productivity / production curves by
sampling, or in the worst case we may observe the accidental
destruction of patches and adapt to avoid repeating the same
mistake.
Finally, recognizing that spatial interference can dominate
performance in high-density robot populations, we should
examine its effects on sustainable foraging. One intriguing
possibility is that interference may make pucks harder to find
when patch population is small and a patch is full of robots,
reducing harvesting rates and allowing the patch to regrow.
This is a potentially useful source of emergent feedback
control to avoid destroying a patch3 .
This is an early step towards the development of machines
that can harvest biomass from the environment indefinitely
without damaging it. This is a challenge that has defeated
even the smartest primates, historically.
O PEN E XPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
All source code, scripts and configurations used to
generate the results in this paper are available for
download at http://autonomylab.org/pub/song_
IROS2013.tar.gz. The SHA1 hash of the package begins ec85ab8febe0e9d7.
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